
 Machon Shlomo Aumann

Sh”ut Mahariyah – Yehudah Ya’aleh   3 Volumes

Vol. 1: Yoreh De`ah
Vol. 2: Even ha`Ezer-Choshen Mishpat
Vol. 3: Orach Chaim

 ,Mo”hR Yehudah Assad ztvk”l, AB”D of Serdahel
among the major poskim of Hungary over two centuries ago
.in the era of the Chasam Sofer and his son the Ksav Sofer

 ,New corrected edition with introduction, notes, references
.sources, appendixes and indexes

Sh”ut Moshe Yedaber
Rav Moshe Yisrael AB”D K.K. Rhodes
,Corrected edition with introduction
comments, notes, sources and indexes
.5575 according to the first printing, Salonika

 Peirush Rashi veRashbam
Perek Arvei Pesachim

 Newly published from manuscripts and early printings
,with notes, references, comments and appendixes
.with additional notes and references on the daf
,In the appendixes and notes at the end of the sefer

 additional clarifications and studies have been added
,on Hilchos Kiddush and Havdala on leil haseder
.with internal references from the notes 18 2213 17

Yavin Shmuah
Rav Shimon ben Tzemach Duran

 Among the major chachamim of Sepharad, mechaber of Sh”ut
.Tashbetz
Detailed explanation of Hilchos Shechita, Bedika and Treifos

 Edition corrected according to manuscripts, compared to first
 printing and to the teshuvos in Sh”ut Tashbetz and other sifrei
.psak, with introduction, detailed indexes and appendixes

 Yosif  Ometz
 Rav Yosef Yuspa Hahn Nordlinger
Chief Dayan of Frankfurt

 Psakim and minhagim of Ashkenaz in general
,and Frankfurt am Main in particular
.as well as divrei musar and yiras shamayim

 Newly published according to manuscripts and the first printing, with sources
.and comparisons to other Ashkenazic poskim from his time through ours
.Includes introduction, notes, references, indexes and appendixes

Cheshek Shlomo - Shorashim
Rav Shlomo Pappenheim zt”l, mechaber of Yeri’os Shlomo

 Incisive dictionary of lashon kodesh
published for the first time from author’s original manuscript
with introduction, commentary, references, sources and detailed indexes
.by Rav Moshe Zuriel

Noheg kaTzon Yosef
Rav Yosef Yuspa Kosman Segel
Dayan in the city of Deutz grandson of the Yosif Ometz

 ,Psakim and minhagim of Ashkenaz and of Frankfurt aM
.topics arranged by aleph-beis and according to the luach
New edition according to first printing, with
.introduction, notes, references, indexes and appendixes
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